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Coaching Character
Above, students take part in “gymcraftics” exercises at Boston English High School. The program is led by John McCarthy, head of SED’s Institute 
for Athletic Coach Education. With intensive yearlong programs such as “Team Support” at English High, McCarthy trains youth coaches to under-
stand and fulfill the responsibilities inherent in their role. Through sport, McCarthy says, youngsters can learn “personal social responsibility”  
as well as “transferable life skills.”

“Sport offers a unique opportunity to develop all sorts of good habits in kids because they come to it of their own volition,” McCarthy says. “Kids 
may not want to do their math homework, but they want to come work out or play some game or do some physical activity. It’s a tool we have as  
educators and we don’t fully realize its potential.”

McCarthy’s institute is just one facet of SED’s newly renamed Center for Character & Social Responsibility. Our story on the CCSR begins on p. 6.
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Dear Alumni and Friends,

What happened to education in the news? During the last presidential campaign it was considered one of the three most important 
issues in America. Now the topic heading has disappeared from the New York Times’ website. You can still find articles about educa-
tion if you search for them—but the economy and health care seem to have bumped the subject off the front page. Certainly, those 
issues are crucial. But education can contribute to both economic and health outcomes.

Some aspects of educational reform are getting attention. A major item in the news is the push from the federal government to iden-
tify the relationship between a teacher’s performance and student achievement and then use this relationship to determine teacher 
compensation. This is a highly controversial issue that raises concerns about reliable evaluation tools and punishing teachers who 
work in underperforming schools. It raises the question—on what do we base our assessment of teachers’ work?  In medicine, for 
example, hospitals use chart reviews. If something goes wrong in a surgery, there’s a record of what the surgeon did, so that the 
hospital can determine whether the surgeon made a mistake, or whether a problem occurred that was outside of her or his control. 
Schools need to be equally diligent in holding teachers accountable for student performance, but teachers should receive adequate 
professional development to help them meet the needs of students. The science of teacher evaluation also needs to be improved. 
It is extremely important to find a way to involve the teachers’ unions more thoroughly and collaboratively in this process. Systems 
for evaluating teachers must reflect fair labor practices and set a high bar for performance. These are great challenges.

The other focus of educational news has been on the claim that schools of education are doing a mediocre job of preparing teachers 
to be effective in the  21st century. These criticisms use a pretty broad brush to paint the picture. It’s like saying “all lawyers are 
sharks.” Many schools around the country are attracting high-quality students, and producing very effective teachers. They are inte-
grating theory with supervised practical experience, and preparing teachers for a future in which they will be under a microscope.

At Boston University, we at SED hold our students under a microscope in order to prepare them to be exemplary teachers. When 
they take their content courses in the College of Arts and Sciences, they are evaluated regularly for their ability to synthesize and 
articulate that content. In their methods courses at SED, they work on projects under faculty direction as they learn to integrate 
content into developmentally appropriate lesson plans. When they are student teaching, their work is observed not only by their 
classroom teacher but by an SED supervisor as well. This kind of solid evaluation should continue once they’ve graduated and are 
out in the field. Such a system applied across the board will help improve our teachers’ ability to perform in the classroom, and, as 
a result, it will boost the success of our children.

I want to thank you for all that you do to support our ability to prepare effective teachers. Your support for our scholarship pro-
gram allows us to enroll talented undergraduates. Your support of the Dean’s Fund enables us to support our engagement with 
students in Boston Public Schools, the Dads Read program at the Trotter Elementary School, the newly instituted Alumni Speakers 
Series, the launching of the Center for Character and Social Responsibility (see p. 6), and many other important activities at SED.  
I encourage you to visit our website, where you will find a copy of our strategic plan, and I look forward 
to your feedback.  

I hope you enjoy this issue of @SED. As always, my colleagues and I want to hear from you. Call, 
write, or e-mail us, or visit the School. Let us know about your accomplishments, and tell us what 
you think we can do to continue carrying out our mission of bettering our community and the 
field of teaching. Look for us on Facebook under BU SED and become our fan—we’d love to hear 
from you!

Hardin L. K. Coleman, PhD 
Dean and Professor, School of Education 
Boston University 
2 Silber Way 
Boston, Massachusetts 02215 
617-353-3213 (work) 
617-353-7777(fax) 
617-379-2839 Skype (hcoleman52) 
hardin@bu.edu
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Psychotherapy and 
a Psycho thriller
James McMahon (’79) 
published two books  
in 2009: one is a self-help 
book for victims of trauma 
and abuse, the other a 
detective novel. A retired 
psychotherapist, McMahon 

says the two books aren’t as different as  
they may at first seem. Both, he says, draw 

upon his professional experiences in psychotherapy.

The novel, Predators Escape, tells the story of a homicide 
detective turned private eye who discovers treachery and  
corruption—and, of course, a little romance—after taking on  
a seemingly straightforward missing persons case. McMahon 
says he mined his experience as a psychotherapist while  
writing the book to create authentic characters with true-to- 
life motivations.

His second book, How the Family Goes, So Goes Everything: 
It Is Up to Us, presents the stories of real people in an effort 
to help victims of trauma and chronic abuse realize they can 
reconstruct their lives and become happier and healthier. 
According to McMahon’s publisher, Strategic Book Publishing, 
the book is also designed to encourage discussion among 
 counselors and educators and to help teachers prepare and  
promote critical thinking in order to curb systematic abuse.

making friends, Despite aDhD
Many children with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder 
(ADHD) have trouble making friends. Children with ADHD 
are often impulsive, aggressive, and apt to misinterpret social 
cues—none of which makes them popular with their peers. A 
new book by Esta M. Rapoport (’07), an assistant professor of 
special education at the College of New Rochelle in New York, 
gives parents and teachers tools to help these children find 
social success.

ADHD and Social Skills: A Step-by-Step Guide for Teachers and 
Parents offers concrete methods for teaching children with 
ADHD appropriate social skills. It also includes useful examples 
and anecdotes from Rapoport’s field research with families  
of children with ADHD. Reviewers call the book “insightful”  
and “lavishly detailed” and highly recommend it for both  
teachers and parents of children with socially disruptive  
ADHD symptoms.

Cantorship in a higher Key
Being a woman cantor just got a little easier, thanks to Deborah 
Katchko-Gray (’79). Cantors—who lead prayer services in 
Jewish congregations—have traditionally been men, and their 
songbooks have been keyed to male voices. A new songbook  
by Katchko-Gray, Three Generations of Cantorial Art, presents 

traditional Jewish music in female-friendly vocal ranges. The  
CD that accompanies the book, says Katchko-Gray, demon-
strates how a woman can sound “like a real cantor, without  
sacrificing her feminine side.”

The book also includes essays, letters, speeches, and other 
works by Katchko-Gray’s father, cantor Theodore Katchko,  
and grandfather, cantor and composer Adolph Katchko.

Katchko-Gray, known to many as Cantor Debbie, was the sec-
ond woman to become a cantor in the Conservative Jewish 
movement. In 1982, she founded the Women Cantors’ Network, 
which now boasts more than 300 members. She is currently  
the cantor of Temple Shearith Israel in Ridgefield, Connecticut.

( 2 )
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  Autism: myths Dispelled
Myth #1: 
People with autism will always be dependent  
on others for care.
“Many individuals with autism learn to be independent 
and lead productive lives,” says Lehr. A classic example 
is Temple Grandin, who was diagnosed (correctly, it’s 
believed) with autism as a child in the 1950s and is  
now an associate professor of animal science at Colorado 
State University and author of several books, including  
her memoir Emergence: Labeled Autistic. 

Myth #2: 
Autism can be cured.
While Grandin and others have proved it’s possible for 
some people to successfully manage their autism, there 
is no cure for the disorder, says Lehr: “Children’s autis-
tic characteristics can be decreased and some children 
might be able to develop very high levels of functioning, 
but—regardless of how early or intensive the interven-
tion—they will continue to have characteristics that are 
consistent with the definition of autism.”

Myth #3: 
There is one best way to educate  
children with autism.
Hundreds of studies have shown the effectiveness of the 
applied behavioral analysis (ABA) approach to treating 
autism—an approach that uses positive reinforcement to 
teach each step of a desired behavior. But Lehr suggests 
parents and teachers be open to trying other interven-

tions. “It’s possible that other approaches are as effective 
as ABA,” she says. “We just don’t yet have the data to 
support them.

“I think the best thing we can do for individual children,” 
she continues, “is to try out an approach, take data on  
the child’s progress, and make decisions based on what 
works best for that child.” It’s the tack Lehr takes when 
working with any child with a severe disability. “What 
works for any one child doesn’t necessarily work for 
another, so all teaching needs to be treated as a hypoth-
esis to be tested,” she says.

Myth #4:
One-on-one intervention is best.
Discrete trial training—a method of ABA intervention 
that involves intensive one-on-one drills of commands, 
responses, and rewards—has become increasingly popu-
lar, but Lehr is wary of such unnatural learning. “We’re 
talking about very little kids sitting in a chair one-on-one 
with a teacher, drilling and practicing 40 hours a week,” 
she says. Recent research suggests incorporating ABA 
into natural daily routines may be more effective in pro-
ducing skills that children with autism can generalize into 
everyday situations. It’s as yet unclear which approach 
works best, says Lehr, “but consideration should be given 
to the naturalness of the instruction and to the opportuni-
ties children with autism have to interact with and learn 
among nondisabled peers.”

Picture a child who never returns a smile, refuses to make eye contact, wrings 
his hands incessantly, wanders away mid-conversation, and shows no interest  
in making friends. Though symptoms vary widely, this is a picture of a child 
with autism, a disorder characterized by difficulties with language, behavior, 
and social interaction—and that recent studies suggest affects one percent 
(yes, that’s one in 100) of America’s children.

As diagnoses of autism rise, it becomes increasingly important for parents and 
educators to appreciate the complexities of the disorder and its possible treat-
ments, says Donna Lehr, an associate professor at SED and a specialist in educating 
children with severe disabilities. In an interview with @SED, Lehr discussed—and 
debunked—some of the myths surrounding this puzzling disorder.

Now double it.

Picture what a  
million dollars could  do for BU students. 

The Cohen Challenge
Until June 30, BU alumnus  Richard Cohen will double every  new dollar given to the SED  Annual Fund, up to $1 million!  Time is short, so give today at   www.bu.edu/doubleit.

For class notes and other info, visit SED’s new and improved website, www.bu.edu/sed
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| Community CommitmEntS | By Andrew Thurston   |

It’s not rocket science, but it’s close. Jet engine designer Mudassar 
Muhammad ticks off his recent projects at General Electric: finishing  
the design of the GE38 engine for a heavy-lift helicopter, supporting  
production of the CT7-8A engine for the S-92 aircraft, working on  
control systems for commercial jet engines . . .

You get the idea—this is one smart guy. Yet when he started high  
school, Muhammad’s chances of making it to college looked slight.

Let’s rewind 12 years.

At age 14, Muhammad and his family moved to the United States from 
Pakistan. Dropped into the ninth grade of an unfamiliar high school in an 
unfamiliar country, Muhammad admits he “had no idea about college,” 
let alone jet engines.

Fortunately, he was also dropped into the federally 
funded college prep program based at SED, 

Upward Bound at Boston University. He says 
it’s hard to imagine where he’d be without 

it. “It’s been one of the foundations of 
my career.” 

The program, which works with 
low-income, inner-city, and 
potential first-generation  
college students, celebrated  
its twentieth year at BU in 2009. 

With teaching and mentoring sup-
port from SED students, Upward Bound  

at BU offers youth from six target Boston high schools

a yearly, six-week, residential summer academic program and  
on-campus classes and tutoring throughout each school year.  
Like Muhammad, many of those enrolled in the three- to four- 
year program don’t even have college on the radar screen before 
they sign up—Upward Bound puts it within their grasp, helping  
students strengthen their transcripts and sample campus life.

Chance of a Better future
Muhammad might ponder what his life would look like with-
out Upward Bound at BU, but program director Mike Dennehy 
(CAS’92, SED’01) doesn’t need to wonder—he’s seen the statistics. 
Take the Boston Public Schools’ Class of 2000: 64 percent went on 
to postsecondary education, but just 35.5 percent had completed 
college by June 2007. In contrast, 96 percent of the public school 
students in Upward Bound at BU went on to postsecondary educa-
tion and 75 percent had completed college by 2007.

“We have two impacts on academic outcomes,” says Dennehy, 
who joined the program in 1990 as an undergraduate tutor. “There 
are students who probably wouldn’t go to college if it weren’t for 
the program; there’s also a group of students for whom we’ve had 
an impact on the selectivity of the college they’re going to.”

One of the program’s current 75 students, Brighton High senior 
Gabriell Sutherland, falls firmly into the first bracket. He admits  
he was “nervous and scared” about joining because, “I never really 
saw myself going to college.” Now Sutherland is aiming high—
veterinarian, engineer, and lawyer are all mentioned as possible 
careers—particularly after watching his brother drop out of high 
school: “Seeing the life he’s going through is motivating me,” says 
Sutherland. “He’s doing good, but he could be doing better if  
he’d stayed in school and gone to college.”

For youth like Sutherland, the program’s promise of economic 
opportunity is a big draw. That doesn’t surprise John Travers, 
Brighton High’s director of guidance. In his school of 1,300, some 
80 percent of students receive a free or reduced lunch, while many 
are also immigrants who live in homes with one parent working 
two shifts. “Our students have several rather large obstacles,” is 
Travers’s understated assessment.

Those obstacles—students forced to work to put food on the  
table, parents with no knowledge of the college process, a lack of 
English language skills, and social exclusion—are all familiar tales  
in Boston’s public schools. But there is hope. When Upward 

Bound’s academics, mentoring support, and residential sessions 
combine, barriers tumble and ambitions soar.

“Our students start to visualize themselves as college students,” 
says Travers. “That whole mystique of: ‘Can I get to college?  
Am I good enough? Will I have enough financial aid?’ Well, geez,  
if I spend every summer at Boston University, I start to believe  
all those things will happen.”

The mentoring offered by SED students plays a big part in that 
transformation, according to Travers. The aspiring teachers  
benefit, too.

“BU students who are in education can really get to know kids 
and understand them: what motivates them, what their fears are, 
and how to talk to them,” says the director of SED’s Collaborative 
Office, Ruth Shane. “It really deepens their understanding of a 
social group they might end up choosing to teach.”

They also get to see the impact they can have on a community. Shane 
first brought Upward Bound to BU and says the “investment in the 
city” was a big factor in SED’s applying for federal funding: “This is a 
significant contribution to the lives of families in Boston. The 
University is invested in the city and that’s important,” she adds.

Frank Castillo is praying for a significant contribution to the life of 
his son and current Upward Bound scholar, Troy. A native of Belize, 
Castillo hopes Troy’s newfound ambitions—current contenders 
include pharmacy, law, IT, and news production—also send a  
message to the local community.

“I want people to look up to him,” Castillo says of his son, a stu-
dent at Boston’s troubled English High. “I want him to be a positive 
role model for young black men when he comes back to his neigh-
borhood after he gets his degree and has a nice job, so other young 
people can look up to him and say, ‘Hey, if Troy can do it, then I 
could do it too.’”

SED giving a home to a program that gives underprivileged kids  
a shot at college and produces better teachers? It’s not rocket 
science, but it could be.

Find out more about Upward Bound at BU, and sister program  
BU Upward Bound Math-Science, at www.bu.edu/ub. 
Alums of the program can find it on Facebook. l

For more than 20 years, Upward Bound at 
BU has broken down the barriers between 
underprivileged high school students and  
a university education.

Students and staff celebrated the twentieth anniversary of Upward Bound at BU last spring.

www.bu.edu/ub
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| CovEr Story | By Patrick Kennedy   |

For more than twenty years, Boston University has been at the 
forefront of a movement asserting that character development 
belongs in the classroom—that learning right from wrong is as 
vital to a full education as reading and math. 

Seider, an assistant professor of education at SED since 2008, 
represents a new generation of scholars devoted, like his ante-
cedent Professor Emeritus Kevin Ryan, to Socrates’ proposi-
tion that schools should produce people who are both smart 
and good. 

But while Ryan, who founded the Center for the Advancement 
of Ethics & Character (CAEC) at SED two decades ago, was 
responding in large part to an alarming rise in teenage preg-
nancy, drug use, and violence, Seider is concerned about  
an equally alarming epidemic of apathy and ignorance. He 

worries about a crop of youngsters who tune into American Idol 
instead of their local mayoral election.

Seider calls his area of research civic development. “I’m looking 
at what schools and universities can do to deepen young adults’ 
sense of responsibility as citizens.” That field, and the fields of 
civic engagement, positive psychology, performance excellence, 
and preventive diplomacy, have all found a place at SED along-
side bedrock virtues such as respect, temperance, and fortitude.

This spring, the entity formerly known as the CAEC officially 
announces its rebirth as the Center for Character & Social 
Responsibility (CCSR). The center’s mission is to support pro-
fessional development for educators—both faculty and students, 
inside and outside BU—who are seeking to integrate character 
development and social responsibility into the classroom.

The newly reinvigorated center has “a broader view of what 
character development is about,” says Dean Hardin Coleman. 
“Historically, the center has been focused on individual virtue 
and ethics and individual development of character. That’s 
incredibly important. But some people believe that the next  
step from individual personal development is actually doing 
something in the world.”

“At the spiritual core of BU is a history of social responsibility,” 
Coleman adds. “That’s how BU got started: Methodist preachers 
realized they had a responsibility to do social work, to educate, 
to heal with medicine . . . So the name of the center reflects the 
history of the University.”

Building on the foundation
In the late 1980s, a rising tide of shootings, drug abuse, and teen 
pregnancy overwhelmed American parents and educators. Ryan 
and a few other experts blamed schools for losing their moral 
moorings in the wake of the turbulent 1960s. “The words ‘char-
acter’ and ‘virtue’ were marginalized as antithetical to some  

of the goals and claims of the sexual revolution,” says Karen  
Bohlin (’95, ’99), a longtime Ryan colleague. “So what you saw 
in the ’70s was a lot of ‘values clarification,’ a lot of pseudo- 
therapeutic approaches—‘I don’t stand for anything, you don’t 
stand for anything.’ It was an absurd vacuum.

“Kevin reclaimed the intellectual history, the substance, and  
the legitimacy [of teaching] character and virtue” in schools, 
Bohlin says. “Character education’s about reclaiming the noble 
purpose of teaching. It’s about providing children and young 
people with what they deserve: the fullest education possible.”

In 1989, as BU celebrated its sesquicentennial, Ryan founded  
the CAEC and began running five-day retreats for schools  
and state education departments across the country. Bohlin 
became assistant director of the center, and eventually execu-
tive director when Ryan retired. The two co-authored a book, 
Building Character in Schools: Practical Ways to Bring Moral 
Instruction to Life.

Initially, many parents and teachers were skeptical, especially 
since some in the character education movement talked about 
inculcating “values” in children. Ryan and Bohlin, however, 
eschew that loaded word in favor of virtues. Honesty, self-
mastery, responsibility, fairness—these are habits highly 
regarded across traditions, says Bohlin. “It’s not just our shared 
Western moral heritage, but our shared human heritage.”

The Ryan strain of character education sees literature as rife 
with lessons about ethical behavior. In 2000, Bohlin opened 
BU’s Ryan Library for Ethics & Education, filling its shelves  
with classics, from E. B. White’s Charlotte’s Web to Fyodor 
Dostoevsky’s Crime and Punishment, along with study guides 
for teachers on how to use these stories to impart morals. Math 
and science can be marshalled, too. “You’re teaching them pre-
cision, problem-solving, thoughtfulness, accuracy, patience,” 
Bohlin points out.

Renamed and recharged, the 
Center for Character & Social Responsibility 
widens the umbrella.

Carl Hobert teaching what he 
calls “preventive diplomacy” to 
students at Harlem Renaissance 
High School. The SED adjunct 
faculty member’s Axis of Hope 
is affiliated with the Center for 
Character & Social Responsibility.

When his students arrived at a football game wearing 
“wife-beater” shirts to show how they viewed their lower-
income opponents, Scott Seider realized that character 
development was part of the teacher’s job description, 
written or not.

“Parents say that they want their schools to address  
values issues, but there isn’t a lot of consensus on how to 
do it,” says Seider, a former high school English teacher.

“But there are some clear places where there’s consensus. 
We know we don’t want those kids showing up to the 
sporting event attempting to mock the other team’s fans 
based on their socioeconomic status—I think we can all 
agree that that’s problematic.”



Thinking globally
The character education movement went mainstream pretty 
quickly, gaining endorsements from Barbara Bush, Jesse 
Jackson, President Bill Clinton, Americans United for the 
Separation of Church and State, and the National Education 
Association.

Over two decades, the CAEC mounted dozens of retreats,  
or “teachers’ academies,” and scores of other professional 
development outlets, reaching hundreds of educators, many  
of whom keep in touch via the center’s newsletter Character, 
published quarterly since 1992. 

The focus on ethics and character is not going away. Within 
the newly reconstituted CCSR will sit the Programs for the 
Advancement of Ethics & Character, carrying on the center’s 
tradition with many more academies and Character issues 
to come.

Bohlin is now senior scholar at the center and continues its work 
while heading the Montrose School, which made Boston maga-
zine’s Top Ten Private Schools list last fall. She and fellow senior 
scholar Bernice Lerner (’01) have given workshops in Japan and 
are now developing a textbook with faculty at Reitaku University 
tentatively titled Happiness and Virtue: Beyond East and West. 

While the center histori-
cally had a strong focus 
on the Greek philoso-

phers and other heavyweights of “what I would call European 
culture,” Coleman says, it also strove—and strives—to make  
connections across cultures.

opening a wider umbrella
Although late-1980s headlines about inner-city teen violence 
and promiscuity fueled the character education movement, 
the fact is that “all children, of all socioeconomic backgrounds, 
races, and cultures, need caring, committed adults in their lives,” 
says Bohlin. Many students in wealthier districts face their own 
set of ethical dilemmas. For example, “the temptation to cheat 
to stay in the National Honor Society or retain a GPA so you 
can vie for the position of salutatorian or valedictorian and get 
into the college of your choice. We don’t want to be graduating 
savvy, wealthy, competent students who have no moral com-
pass. That’s where you find all the white-collar crime.”

As the nation muddles through an economic recession caused 
by chicanery and greed on Wall Street, the time seems right for 
BU’s character center—long a leader in the field—to recalibrate 
and re-energize itself.

“In some ways [schools] are in a bit of a downturn on character 
education,” says Seider. “The incredible pressure on schools 
right now is [to raise] test scores based on No Child Left 
Behind.” That means overburdened teachers are in danger of 
again neglecting the development of their charges’ character.

Seider and freshly minted scholars like him step not into a 
world just emerging from a countercultural haze. In 2010, 
America has been led by conservatives or centrists—

government leaders proclaiming that government is 
the problem or that the era of big government is 

over—for almost thirty years. Perhaps it’s no 
surprise that in finance and other realms,  

an attitude has prevailed that regulation  
is bad and that smart, successful people 
don’t have to follow the rules.

“Unethical behavior [has] become rou-
tine,” Seider wrote in one journal 

article, citing recent corporate  
fraud and scandals in sports and 

politics. “Many young adults 
believe the competition to  

get ahead necessitates such 
ethical compromises.”

Seider’s research interest was 
born when he was teaching high 
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| CovEr Story | continued

school in the affluent suburban town where the aforemen-
tioned “wife-beater” shirt exhibition occurred. To Seider, inci-
dents like that evinced a troubling insularity. Faced with such 
teachable moments, the young teacher worked to broaden his 
students’ horizons. “If a kid in class uses a slur for gay people 
and the teacher doesn’t address it, a lesson is being learned 
there,” he says. “Research has shown that, after their parents, 
kids say that they trust their teachers more than anyone else  
in the world. So there’s a significant amount of responsibility. 
Kids are learning the explicit curriculum, whether it’s The Old 
Man and the Sea or the quadratic formula, but they’re also 
paying very close attention to how their teachers are living  
their lives and what their teachers choose to address in the 
classroom, or don’t.”

Seider punctured his school’s insularity by bringing students 
into the city for service projects, such as at Community 
Servings in Roxbury. From there, he became interested in the 
effectiveness of service learning programs in schools. Today, 
at SED, Seider is studying the impacts of various unique opera-
tions, such as a charter school in Hyde Park with an ethical 
philosophy program, and a student-run homeless shelter in 
Harvard Square.

He’s also studied ways to raise well-off students’ awareness  
of poverty and its systemic causes. His findings have been pub-
lished in dozens of journals—as well as trade publications:  
“I wrote an article for Educational Leadership, ‘Social Justice 
in the Suburbs,’ and that goes out to about 300,000 school 
leaders. So hopefully that works its way into classrooms and 
has a real impact.”

“[Ryan’s] point was that we need to focus as much on the good 
as on the smart,” Seider says. “For me, civic development is 
focusing on the good. It’s fundamentally concerned with [the 
questions], ‘What are our responsibilities as human beings for 
our fellow human beings?’ ‘What are our responsibilities for 
people in our town, people who share our national citizenship, 
and for our fellow global citizens?’”

thinking globally
One of the CCSR’s initiatives is the undergraduate course 
Educating Global Citizens, taught by adjunct faculty member 
Carl Hobert in the Ryan Library. From an adjacent office, 
Hobert also runs the center-affiliated nonprofit Axis of 
Hope. Through both endeavors, Hobert teaches what he 
calls “preventive diplomacy.”

“It’s teaching youth how to prevent rather than instigate  
conflict,” Hobert explains. His method is to engage students 

in role-playing exercises that teach them the art of negotia-
tion. Hobert picks a geopolitical conflict—for example, Turkey 
vs. the Kurds. Students learn a great deal about that part of 
the world and its factions; then Hobert assigns each the role 
of a diplomat. “And if you’re a high school student from the 
middle of Roxbury, and you say, ‘Well, of course, I want to be 
a member of the PKK,’ which the Turks consider a terrorist 
organization, the first thing I’d say is, ‘Sorry, I’m gonna make 
you a member of the National Security Council of Turkey. 
You’ve got to think outside the box. You’ve got to walk in  
the shoes of others.’” 

By the end of a days- or weeks-long workshop, the students 
have produced case studies and proposed workable solutions to 
the conflict—and they’ve begun to think about ways to resolve 
conflicts in their own community. “You teach them compassion 
in their formative years,” Hobert says. “It’s this whole idea of 
social responsibility, where you know that you’re working as a 
team with others to improve our society in some way.”

Hobert has led Axis of Hope workshops and presented confer-
ences on preventive diplomacy all over the world, including five 
visits to Rwanda. Last semester, after training his SED students 
in the method, he took them to New York City, where under 
his supervision they ran workshops in the Harlem Renaissance 
High School. 

Axis of Hope’s global focus fits well within an academic center 
rooted in character: “It gets back to moral excellence,” says 
Hobert, who is also organizing this spring’s CCSR conference. 
“You have to first define responsibility for yourself, to resolve 
the conflict within yourself before you can be effective at solv-
ing conflict with those very near you—family and friends—and 
then with those beyond. It’s the ripple effect.” l

CCSR Program Manager Mark Yoon in the Ryan Library.
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| alumni SPotlight | By Patrick Kennedy   |

Dick Cheney was so riled, he uttered an expletive on the Senate floor, telling Patrick Leahy 
(D.-Vermont) to go #!@* himself. Had Stephen Kohn (’79), the source of the vice presi-
dent’s troubles, been in the room, the attorney surely would have gotten worse.

To be fair, Kohn was just doing his best to represent Bunnatine “Bunny” Greenhouse, the 
real cause of the VP’s heartburn—and the spark in his notoriously heated exchange with 
Leahy. The Pentagon’s chief contracting official, Greenhouse complained publicly that the 
Army had rushed to grant an improper no-bid contract worth billions to Cheney’s former 
business associates.

“Our clients do the heavy lifting,” Kohn says. “They’re the ones who blow the whistle. 
They’re the ones who take the risk.”

Nevertheless, it is Kohn’s firm—Kohn, Kohn & Colapinto, LLP—that stands up for 
Greenhouse and people like her. The Washington, D.C.–based law firm is perhaps the 
nation’s best-known resource for whistleblowers—primarily, people with inside knowledge 
of wrongdoing who sue on behalf of the United States under the False Claims Act, at their 
own peril. (Their bosses often try to fire them or otherwise retaliate.) “Federal employees 
[for example] who blow the whistle on waste, fraud, and abuse need strong protection,  
and so do the taxpayers,” Kohn wrote in a letter to the editor of the Washington Post. He 
is credited with pioneering the field of whistleblower law over the past quarter-century.

In Greenhouse’s case, which at press time is ongoing, the Louisiana native was the highest-
ranking civilian in the Army Corps of Engineers and the first African American to direct  
procurement for the corps. She earned glowing performance reviews in the 1990s. But in 
2003, she complained to superiors that the Army was flouting convention—and the law—
when it awarded Halliburton subsidiary Kellogg Brown & Root (KBR) a no-bid, five-year  
contract worth $7 billion for reconstruction work in Iraq. (Cheney had been Halliburton’s 
CEO until August 2000, and he retained stock options and deferred compensation from  
the company.)

Soon after issuing her complaints, Greenhouse lost her post.  
“They demoted her,” says Kohn. “Shoved her into a basement and 
stripped her of her contract authority.” She filed suit, and the FBI 
and Justice Department began continuing investigations of KBR. In 
March 2009, President Barack Obama announced an end to the 
Bush-era practice of no-bid contracts. All in great measure thanks 
to Kohn’s tireless efforts and round of appearances in the national 
media, such as on MSNBC’s Hardball with Chris Matthews.

And lest anyone suspect Kohn’s firm of partisanship, note their 
highest-profile client of all time: Linda Tripp. “We have represented 
Democrats, Republicans,” says Kohn. “It does not matter who  
they blow the whistle on or who’s in power; we’re just gonna do  
it straight.”

Here’s how the New York Daily News succinctly summarized 
Tripp’s case when the Defense Department staffer filed suit in 
September 1999: “Linda Tripp, who secretly taped her personal  
conversations with presidential paramour Monica Lewinsky,  
sued the White House and her Pentagon bosses yesterday for  
violating her privacy.” 

Despite the irony—Tripp was herself under indictment for illegal 
wiretapping in Maryland—the fact remains that her superiors  
broke the law when they leaked damaging personnel records to  
The New Yorker, revealing that Tripp had been arrested for shoplift-
ing at age 19. Tripp contended the leak was retaliation for her role  
in President Bill Clinton’s impeachment. In a statement issued 
through Kohn’s firm, Tripp said, “The government should 
never be permitted to use Privacy Act–protected infor-
mation to discredit a political opponent.” She won.

These are but two of the many whistleblowers Kohn 
and his partners, brother Michael Kohn and David 
Colapinto (CAS’84), have fought for over more than 
two decades, both through their firm and through  
the advocacy organization National Whistleblowers 
Center, of which Stephen Kohn is the executive  
director.

Kohn has won precedent-setting cases. He has sev-
eral times given Congress expert testimony, 
and he has authored dozens of schol-
arly articles and a pile of books 
regarding employment law, civil 

liberties, and other law topics. He has blazed a trail, virtually creat-
ing a coherent field of law where none had existed.

According to a profile of Kohn in Super Lawyers magazine, “whistle-
blowing was still an obscure concept and certainly not a recognized 
area of law” when Kohn started out in the early ’80s. “There was  
no case history. So Kohn wrote it himself.” Digging up and synthe-
sizing obscure precedents, Kohn authored the first legal treatise on 
whistleblowing, Protecting Environmental and Nuclear Whistleblowers: 
A Litigation Manual. 

What Kohn enjoys most about his work, however, isn’t found in 
dusty law libraries.

“You get to help an individual who’s in a crisis,” Kohn says, explain-
ing his job’s appeal. “You can actually have real impact on some-
one’s life. Their career, their job, their reputation, the way they  
view themselves. And it’s someone who tried to do the right thing. 
So it’s someone you want to help. And sometimes you’re able to.  
And that’s very satisfying. It’s kind of like representing an innocent 
person who is wrongfully accused.”

Oftentimes, a Kohn client will be a Serpico-like figure, vilified by  
his colleagues as a “boy scout” for playing by the rules. When FBI 
agent Frederic Whitehurst raised concerns about possible miscon-
duct in the Bureau’s crime lab in the mid-1990s, he lost his job and 
likely fell off a few holiday-card lists. With Kohn as attorney, 
Whitehurst won a settlement and vindication.

But the case had broader impact. President Clinton issued an exec-
utive order still in effect that established whistleblower protections 
for FBI employees. And today, instead of the Bureau policing itself, 
the Justice Department’s inspector general automatically reviews 
any allegations of misconduct within the FBI. “Outside oversight—
that had not been achieved,” Kohn says, “through illegal monitoring 
of Martin Luther King [Jr. (GRS’55)], all the abuses of [former 
director J. Edgar] Hoover . . . They existed as an insular little sys-
tem.” Not anymore.

“You can’t get much better than that,” Kohn says, “actually using 
the skills you’ve learned to help someone—and someone 

who really stuck their neck out to help the public  
interest.”

Most every case Kohn handles carries implications 
for the rest of us. “The United States has recov-
ered well over a billion dollars now,” Kohn says, 
“from information that our clients had given to 
the government. That helps the taxpayer.” Not  
to mention, he adds, it may deter other crooked 
contractors and corrupt public servants.

 “In this business, you have to be willing to stand 
up pretty hard,” Kohn says. “Because there are 

lots of pressures. The companies that 
you end up suing, or the institu-

tions, are very powerful. And 
you’ve got to be tough.” l

Whistleblower Bunnatine Greenhouse, left, talks with her attorney  
Stephen Kohn (’79), right, before testifying to the Senate Democratic  
Policy Committee during the hearing on “Abuses in Private Security and 
Reconstruction Contracting in Iraq: Ensuring Accountability, Protecting 
Whistleblowers,” in September 2007 on Capitol Hill in Washington.
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for 25 years, pioneering attorney Stephen Kohn has 
been protecting whistleblowers—and taxpayers

A LESSON
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In case anyone has missed it, we are involved in the newest great 
debate: How to educate children in the 21st century inasmuch  
as they are, apparently, so different than the children of the 20th 
century. How to teach to the screen-gazing, gizmo-carrying  
student, the student with the camera and computer, and, for all  
I know, an atom-splitting device built into his or her cell phone. 
Everything now must be on PowerPoint. Online courses are  
so perfect for generating revenues, they simply have to define 
the next great pedagogic terrain. 

Yet the iPods, iPhones, BlackBerries, and all the fantastical soft-
ware are not the only things that ought to grab our attention. We 

might wish to look as well at the power of a culture in 
defining the role of technology and, for that matter,  
the very meaning of education. Public schools, the way we 
perceive and appraise students and teachers, learning and 
knowledge, after all, derive from the culture, which in part 
means the histories of our people. School, teacher, stu-
dent are mere constructs, the products of our experience, 
imagination, and intelligence. They are, simply put, what-

ever we choose to make them. Culture influences what we know, 
the ways we know, the ways we lead our lives.  
No culture, no dreams. No culture, no minds. 

One has to salute the U.S. Secretary of Education, Arne Duncan, 
and recognize that, clearly, he wants all of America’s children to 
be properly, thoughtfully, and respectfully educated. Schools of 
education must join him in this crusade, and as a claim to mem-
bership, we probably have to admit to our occasional failings, 
obduracy, and self-interest. But to blame schools of education  
for the failure of thousands of public schools, as the secretary did 
recently, is to me as foolish as alleging that the Twitter technology 
will save the American public school. 

The question, therefore, is just how does an entire culture learn to 
recognize that progress in public education does not emerge in 
response to an omnipresent technology, or a cannibalizing com-
mercialism, or popular culture products and icons? How does a 
culture learn that you don’t turn around schools; you turn around a 
country, or less extremely a city? Urban policy, as Gerald Grant 
points out in his new book Hope and Despair in the American City, 
may be more of a determinant of a school’s evolution than any-
thing a school board will ever address. How does a culture wrap 
its head and heart around the racial and economic differentiations 
that ineluctably prevent all school systems from achieving that 
brand of greatness constantly being advertised as typically 
American? How do we reach the point where people living at a 

level we still consider to be “beneath” us will be perceived as 
invaluable social capital? How do we get people to think not only 
about controlling or stimulating disinterested students, but also 
about the connection between bored students “zoning out” in 
classrooms and suburbs “zoning out” urban areas in order to gain 
what one administrator cited in Grant’s book called the “moral 
control” of its community? 

Thoughtful, caring, honorable, and very smart people, the sort of 
people who wrote charters for the New England common school 
at the commencement of our history, are going to have to wrap 
their brains and hearts around this great country and proffer a 
brand of wisdom not seen or heard in a long time in order for that 
sort of cultural movement to occur. As political scientist Michael 
Sandel has written, it is going to require “big ambition and better 
politics.” 

To offer genuinely equal—or let’s just say equitable—opportunity, 
to break down long-standing racial and economic barriers, to  
erect structures guaranteeing justice—that is what will eventually 
allow all children to attend first-rate schools, where teachers long 
to teach and want to send their own children. In Grant’s words: 
“Equal educational opportunity keeps the gates of promise open 
and prevents America from establishing impassable walls of social 
class and privilege . . . All children, not just the poor, benefit from 
diverse perspectives and a more complex sense of what evidence 
and frames of analysis are useful in solving complex problems.” 

The Education Secretary knows this as well. It does not go 
unnoticed that in his speech castigating schools of education, 
he includes names like John Dewey, William James, and Henry 
Adams (not to mention Rodney Dangerfield). Sometimes, as  
drearily old-fashioned as it sounds, one finds it necessary to  
revisit some long-dead folks. Sometimes, as arduous as it 
sounds, a culture does well to look again at the writ-
ings that form the predicates upon which soci-
eties, governments, and human conduct are 
constructed, the very predicates that undergird 
as well our capacities to appraise societies, govern-
ments, and human conduct. And did I mention that none of 
the authors of these foundational writings used PowerPoint? 

The author is Professor of Education at Boston University. His books 
include At Peril: Stories of Injustice; Mind Fields: Adolescent 
Consciousness in a Culture of Distraction; and A Sense of Self: The 
Work of Affirmation. This article is excerpted from his longer essay 
“Parsing the Secretary,” available at www.bu.edu/sed/cottle.
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| Q & a  | By Corinne Steinbrenner   |

Sheri Koones (’70) admits 
that when she began manag-
ing the renovation of her  
family’s new Connecticut 
home in 1996, she knew noth-
ing about building houses.  
“I’d lived in an apartment 
most my life,” says the former 
New York fashion executive. 
“So I went to the library and 
took out every book I could 
find on home construction.”  

When the books proved only 
mildly helpful, Koones decided 
to write her own building  

and remodeling guide. From Sand Castles to Dream Houses, pub-
lished in 2002, launched her writing career and sparked an 
ongoing interest in prefabricated homes.

Koones recently spoke with @SED about her fifth book, 
Prefabulous + Sustainable, which includes a foreword by actor 
and environmentalist Robert Redford and is due out this spring.

How would you summarize your new book?

The book profiles 25 of the greenest houses in North America. 
It’s meant to inspire people to consider all the alternatives now 
available in green construction. I wrote 50 or more sidebars 
that very simply describe different aspects of “green”—different 
kinds of lighting, different kinds of insulation. It’s really a layper-
son’s book, meant to be inspirational and informational on  
a level that most people can really use.

What are some of the recurring features of the houses  
you profile?

There’s a misconception that building green is going to cost a 
lot of money, but the people who built these houses included 

many features that are not expensive. A lot of the houses have 
dual-flush toilets and low-flow sinks for water conservation. 
And most of them use passive solar techniques: they’re situated 
on the property so that they get the most advantage of the  
sun; they have overhangs that block the sun in the summer  
and encourage it in the winter; and many of the houses have 
concrete floors, which absorb and reradiate heat.

All the homes in your book are prefabricated.  
What are the benefits of prefabrication compared  
with building onsite?

Prefab is the greenest way to build a house because there’s  
very little waste. 

There are very few Dumpsters onsite, and there’s a small per-
centage of waste in the factory. Also, there’s a big disturbance 
to the property when you’re building onsite. With my house, 
they ripped up the property and piled dirt and supplies every-
where. With prefab, the house is just brought in, with little  
disturbance to the neighborhood—none of that noise and bang-
ing. People from the neighborhood go to work, and when they  
come back there’s a house there.

Prefabrication used to have a bad reputation.  
What’s different about today’s prefab?

The original prefab houses were like the Sears Roebuck house—
they were very, very simple. But over the years they’ve found 
that you can do almost anything with prefab. Today’s prefab 
houses are not just doublewides and simple boxes. And there 
are several different kinds of prefab construction. Most people 
equate prefab with modular, but there are other methods  
of prefabrication—panelized construction, structural insulated 
panels, timber frame, and so on. There are lots of different  
ways people can do this.

For more information, visit:  
               www.sherikoones.com. 

A Beginner’s guide to 
Ec  -Friendly 
HOMES

| CommEntary | | By Thomas J. Cottle  

looK to the Culture
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